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Objective

To set forth observations and suggestions of faculty in the Rensselaer School of
Science at an early stage in the annual performance planning process.

Overview

Rensselaer is in the midst of four highly advertised thrusts: a major commitment
of resources to biotechnology, a well-developed program in nano-technology, a less-
focused effort in information technology, and a very large building program in support of
the arts.  Work in these areas is unstinting, even in the face of an uncertain investment
market.  Indeed, the September 19, 2003 report to the Board of Trustees Finance
Committee concluded that:

“FY03 Financial Activity is indicative of Rensselaer
Plan momentum despite current economic conditions.”

It is a problem that the concentration of resources in the Rensselaer Plan thrust areas
appears to be omitting or threatening resources needed for faculty to carry on a
Rensselaer program in a manner and at a standard to which they have been accustomed.

Beyond this, there have been many staff additions to the administrative branches
at Rensselaer, and a general expansion of the roles of these branches vis-à-vis line
administration within the School of Science and its Departments.  This has led to
confusing and sometimes impractical implementations of elements of the Rensselaer
plan, compromising faculty, departmental and school efficiencies.

In this context, faculty input reflects the following:

a) Many faculty sense little involvement with the Rensselaer Plan, except for
unpredictable and constraining diversions of their professional practice resources.
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b) There appears to be little or no budget flexibility at the Department and School
levels.  While substantial resource growth may be cited, it seems generally
devoted to new staffing and related facilities in the thrust areas.  As far as
mainstream Rensselaer activity is concerned, budgets are cited as “flat”, at best.
Last year’s Faculty Senate Planning and Resources Committee published Remarks
on Rensselaer Performance Planning, addressing this dilemma, with emphasis on
faculty inability to react to and take advantage of work-a-day opportunities.

c) Finally, there is a widespread concern amongst faculty that the current diversion
of resources to the thrust areas threatens the survival of Rensselaer’s foundations
in such areas as undergraduate education, and graduate program advising and
administration.

School of Science Faculty Input

The Faculty Senate Planning and Resources Committee received a number of
comments and questions from faculty regarding the School of Science, in response to the
solicitation from Cheryl Geisler, president of the Faculty Senate.  These inputs have been
consolidated and summarized below.

1) The Biology Department will soon be expected to provide a biology course to all
undergraduates at Rensselaer.  This will require increased staffing and suitably
equipped classrooms.  Will resources be budgeted to support this effort?

2) Feelings of disenfranchisement among the faculty are obstacles to achieving
Rensselaer’s goals.  What ways and means do we have by which faculty concerns,
opinions and specific suggestions can be forcefully and convincingly articulated
to the administration so that they become effectively embodied as key
components in performance planning?

3) Are we going to move forward with the full-time international MSCS program in
Hartford?  This has been on the agenda for a number of years, but never seems to
get any priority attention.  It fits many of the stated goals, such as moving to high-
end, prestigious programs, increasing our outreach, etc.  The most important
resource required is staff support for the “international” aspects, such as location
of suitable housing in Hartford, orientation and ongoing cultural support,
advising, and development of  “internship” opportunities.  It is possible that this
would ease the burden of non-PhD-oriented masters students from the CS faculty
in Troy, as well.

4) Can CS, as a Department, expect to have a building with all of its facilities and
students together?

5) What are the space perspectives for interdepartmental centers, such as CPCN or
the future Data Science Center?
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6) The Physics Department is sustaining a net loss of space despite a large increase
in research funding, and operational requirements to serve over 900 undergraduate
students taking the introductory studio physics courses with labs each semester in
the Science Center.  What will be done to remedy this situation?

7) Some sources of research support regard the cost of graduate students at
Rensselaer to be too high.  Indeed, they may prefer to hire faculty (directly) or
post doctoral associates to obtain more cost-effective research.  How is
performance planning addressing this situation?

8) There exists three-year performance planning for faculty hiring, but it seems that
there is no long range planning in conjunction with the faculty hiring and
curriculum innovation.  Even if there is such planning, there is no Department
representative with factual data.  Please address this issue.

9) Is the ranking of the School of Science heading up or down over time?  All of the
planning efforts, research initiatives, school marketing programs, new hires, PR
initiatives and outreach programs have happened largely because of the ratings.
The ratings issue is the elephant in the living room.  It’s an issue the whole
institute has to face directly.

Remarks from the Dean of Science

Dean Flaherty addressed the School of Science Faculty Early Input Forum on
Wednesday, October 1.  A copy of his presentation slides is attached to this report.  The
Dean summarized a number of major objectives, reviewing recent progress in faculty
recruitment and new research centers and awards.  Remarks were devoted to ongoing
efforts to develop a bioscience course, and an accelerated B.S/Ph.D. program.  A review
of the science core curriculum is underway as well.

Regarding FY05 planning, Dean Flaherty noted the work of the Science Planning
Team, composed of Associate Deans, Department Chairs, Center Directors and numerous
Planning Committees.  Under planned FY05 “Faculty Activities”, Dean Flaherty cited
aggressive faculty recruitment, development of research space and infrastructure,
development of a new thrust in cyber infrastructure, and establishment of mentorship and
awards programs.  In regard to FY05 “Student Activities”, the Dean set forth plans to
increase the quality and research support base of the Ph.D. program, and plans to address
large undergraduate classes, undergraduate student advising, and core curriculum and
accreditation issues.

In regard to question 1) above, the Dean answered in the affirmative, citing
biology course development in a modified, large-scale, studio format.  As to questions 2)
and 8), Dean Flaherty feels that the numerous committees that are in place offer avenues
for faculty input.
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The Rensselaer at Hartford MS in Computer Science program cited in question 3),
above, appears to be largely the responsibility of Hartford officials, such as Alan
Eckbreth, Vice President and Dean.

Dean Flaherty seemed non-committal on the possibility of a building or
centralized facility for Computer Science, as per question 4).  Regarding question 5),
Dean Flaherty discussed the possible location of the Center for Pervasive Computing and
Networking on the 7th floor of the JEC.  Regarding question 6), the Dean acknowledged
the difficulties that the Physics Department is facing.

It would appear that efforts are being made to provide tuition waivers for some
classes of outside support, and this may address the concerns of question 7).

Regarding question 9), it is the sense of the Faculty Senate Planning and
Resources Committee that the reputations of some School of Science programs have
declined, particularly in the area of applied mathematics.

An attendee asked if the large increase in graduate tuition had led to a loss of
faculty summer charge out opportunities.  There is confirming anecdotal evidence.

Emerging Criteria for Performance Plan Evaluation from School Of Science

In this context, the following criteria are set forth for continuing School of
Science performance plan evaluation.

1. How does this performance plan enhance the participation of faculty in the
planning process, particularly in such areas as faculty hiring and curriculum
innovation?

2. How does this performance plan provide some measure of flexibility to take
advantage of unanticipated opportunities?

3. How does this plan assure adequate resources for the continued planning and
actual offering of the new biology course for all undergraduates?

4. How does this performance plan literally address space needs and allocations
for interdepartmental centers, such as CPCN or a Data Science Center, and
especially for the Physics Department?

5. Does this performance plan involve a concept of Computer Science, as a
Department, having a building with all of its facilities and students together?

6. Does this performance plan offer tuition cost-sharing or other means to lower
the cost of graduate student support, where appropriate?

7. How does this performance plan address the ranking of the School of Science
and elements therein?
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8. How does this performance plan address the long-standing objective of a full-
time international MSCS program in Hartford?

The Faculty Senate Planning and Resources Committee expects to see
consideration of the above concerns in the development of the School of Science
Performance Plan for this year.  The Committee expects continuing dialog on these
matters, and hopes that this report can be a reference for such discussions.

It is particularly important that a reasonable balance be created between a) the use
of resources for the Rensselaer thrust areas, and b) the requirements for maintaining a
strong central program.
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School of Science

Performance Planning Forum

Faculty Senate

Joseph E. Flaherty, Dean

October 1, 2003

School of Science Plan

Mission
Lead in the creation and dissemination of
scientific knowledge that will be the core of
tomorrow’s technology

Vision
Outstanding faculty and students

Top-tier research programs in strategic
areas

Innovative educational programs
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School of Science
Administration

Dean’s Office
Dean: Joseph E. Flaherty

Associate Dean: Samuel C. Wait, Jr.

Associate Dean of Science and IT:
David Spooner

Associate Dean of Science, undergraduate
education: search in 2004

Associate Dean of Science, graduate
education and research: William L.
Siegmann

W. Siegmann

D. Spooner

School of Science
Administration

Departments

Biology: Robert Palazzo

Chemistry: Search in progress

Computer Science: Jeffrey Trinkle

Earth and Environmental Sciences:
 Frank Spear (renewed)

Mathematical Sciences: Donald Drew

Physics, Applied Physics, and Astronomy:
Gwo-Ching Wang (renewed)

D. Drew

R. Palazzo

J. Trinkle
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Faculty Recruitment

Highlights

Bob Linhardt, BCME Constellation Professor

Jong-Shi Pang, Darrin Professor, Mathematics

Jeff Trinkle, Chair, Computer Science

Four women, with one a minority

2Mathematical Sciences

1Earth and Env. Sciences

3Computer Science

1Chemistry

4Biology

Research Activities

New research centers

Terahertz Research

Pervasive Computing and Networking

Inverse Problems

Major research awards

Terascale and terahertz science
$3.8M NSF/IGERT award to G.-C. Wang et al.

Focal adhesion kinase
$3.5M NIH award to G. Plopper and K. Bennett
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Educational Activities

Bioscience course

Under development

Accelerated B.S./Ph.D.

First year underway

Candidates under review

Science core curriculum

Under review

•Studio Classrooms

Undergraduate research

Entrepreneurship

Laptops

FY05 Plan: Faculty Activities

Aggressive recruitment
Replacement faculty in Chemistry and Physics

Biochemistry and Physics chaired faculty

New faculty

Faculty development and recognition
Mentorship, awards

New research thrusts and opportunities
Cyber infrastructure

Research space and infrastructure
Short- and long-term solutions
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FY05 Plan: Student Activities

Ph. D. programs

Recruiting outstanding graduate students

Increasing research support

Undergraduate programs

Core curriculum review

Staffing large lower-division classes

Student advising

Accreditation review

Science Planning Team

Associate Deans

Department Chairs

Center Directors

Planning Committees

20 subcommittees in different areas
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Science Planning

Discussion of new initiatives September 2

Initial planning retreat September 5

Advisory Council retreat (DFWI) September 23

Department and Center plans due to Dean October 3

Department and Center planning retreat October 13

Initial drafts of portfolio Performance Plans October 31

Crosscutting reviews within other portfolios Oct 31 – Nov 14

Planning retreat November 12

Performance Plans submitted to the President December 5


